HAUSDORFF DIMENSION OF QUASI-CIRCLES
by RUFUS BOWEN ( 1 ) Let G be the group of all linear fractional transformations taking the unit disk U onto itself. One calls a discrete subgroup F C G a surface group if U/F is a compact surface without braitch points. This paper concerns the relation between two such groups I\ and I\ yielding the same topological surface. This is a classical and welldeveloped problem [6] ; what is novel here is the application of the Gibbs measures of statistical mechanics and dynamical systems.
The groups r\ and Fg as above are isomorphic since each is isomorphic to the fundamental group of the surface. Furthermore, for any isomorphism a : Fi-^Fg there is an interesting homeomorphism h•.S l -^S l of the circle S 1^^^: ]^^!} so that:
A(40=a(^)A(0 for ^eFi, ^eS 1 .'
This homeomorphism A, which is unique, is called the boundary correspondence (Fenchel and Nielsen, see [n] , [14] , or [22] ). Let G* be the group of linear fractional transformations taking S 1 onto itself. (G has index 2 in G*). We will give a new proof of the following result of Mostow [13] :
-The boundary homeomorphism h is a linear fractional transformation if it is absolutely continuous.
Now recall the quasi-Fuchsian group A==A(Fi, Fg, a) [6] associated to the pair of Fuchsian groups F^, Fg, and a given abstract isomorphism a: Fi-^Fg. This is a discrete group A of linear fractional transformations of the extended complex plane 
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(ii) There are analytic diffeomorphisms ^: U->D^ where D^, Dg are connected components of S^y so that a,(^)=^-l o^Fo^ belongs to F, for all ^eA and a,: A-^F, is an isomorphism, and (iii) agoa^1 is the given isomorphism a : r^-^rg.
The curve y is generally not smooth nor even rectifiable [5, p. 263 ].
Y is a round circle (Theorem i) Y is a genuine quasi-circle (Theorem 2) For each g^2 let O^ be a surface group of genus g whose fundamental domain R in U is a regular 4^-sided noneuclidean polygon ( [9] , [12] , [18, p. 89] ). The Nielsen development is a certain Markov map for O^ ( [9] , [14, pp. 211-217] ). We shall construct variants which are more suitable for our purposes.
Each angle ofRis a= -and each vertex of R belongs to 4^ distinct translates <p(R), (pe0^. The net 91 is defined to be the collection of all sides and vertices of all translates <p(R), (pe^. This net has the following crucial property: (*) the entire noneuclidean geodesic passing through any edge in 91 is contained in 91.
Let V be the set of vertices in 91 which are adjacent in 91 to vertices of R but are not themselves vertices ofR. The set Vis contained in the set of vertices of the noneuclidean polygon R which is the union of R plus all the translates <p(R) which touch R. The polygon R is convex since each interior angle equals 2a<7i;. For each vertex^ of 91 let W be the set of 4^ points on S 1 which are the points at infinity of the 2g noneuclidean geodesies in 91 passing through p. Letting W== U Wy, property (*) implies that:
WgCW for q a vertex of R.
Recall now a set of generators for 0^ (fo]? E 1^] , [18] The set {93} generates 0.. Let Jg be the smaller segment of S 1 whose endpoints are the points at infinity of the noneuclidean geodesic through s.
Proof. -The geodesies passing through nonconsecutive sides of R do not intersect. One way of checking this well-known fact is by an area argument. If two such geodesies intersected (perhaps at oo), then, they together with m sides (m^-1) of R would form a polygon containing R and with noneuclidean area less than mn^^g-3)^. This polygon contains at least 2g translates of R, each having area (4^-4.)n. to u. Let ^, ^ be the vertices of R on the geodesic a through s; let r^, ^ be the vertices of R adjacent to ^, ^ respectively and exterior to the domain bounded by a and Jg. Let (B, be the geodesic containing a side of R, passing through r, but not q^ Then (B, and a do not intersect as they pass through nonconsecutive sides of an image 9(R).
Since the endpoints of J, are in W^uW^, and fteT,, one has ueintj,. Therefore the geodesic y must cut the geodesic a; this intersection ^is a vertex of the net. If q lay between q^ and q^, then ^ would be an endpoint of s and ue U W . Suppose 'q lies between q^ and S 1 on a.
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Consider the region Q in the unit disk exterior to the half disks bounded by the geodesies a, (B^ and Pa. Because (B^, [Bg are sides of the convex polygon K, the point qeR above lies in Q. Because Qis convex the geodesic ^ C y from y to ^lies in Q^. ^ must now intersect r^; this intersection is a vertex of the next, hence r^ or q^ Either case gives a contradiction.
• Let v be a vertex of R, belonging to the sides s and ^' of R. We will construct a segment J(y)Cint(J,nJ,,). Let j^'eV be the vertices of the net 91 adjacent to v in yi and lying on the geodesies a and a' through j and s\ Choose vertices q, q' of R so that ^, v,p\ q' are consecutive vertices of a translate <p(R), ^eO.-The geodesies (B, p' containing j&y, j^' do not intersect; they intersect S 1 at points w{v}, ^(^eint^nj^). This is possible since the interval J(zQ is an I, and J(y)Cint(J,nJ,,) for v a common vertex of s and s'. The flexibility stated in (ii) will be important later. From now on/will denote a Markov map for $y chosen as in (8) . Let us write k^j if /(L) DIj. Transitivity means that for any k, j one can find Xy, x-^, ..., x^ so that:
This is the same as saying that /"(Lpl,. First we claim that some iterate/»(L) contains J{v) for some vertex v of R. Otherwise/is continuous and one-to-one on/"(L), and /" + ' (4) is an interval longer than /"(L) by a factor inf | /' | > i everywhere. This cannot continue indefinitely.
Given a vertex v of R and a translate S==<p(R) containing v we will construct a segment J(o, S) C S 1 with endpoints in W: Let q^ q^ v, ^3, ^ be consecutive vertices of S. Continue the directed geodesic rays ^ and y^ until they intersect S 1 at â nd ^. Let J{v, S) be the segment q^, chosen so that the interior of q^q^vq,,q^ is (noneuclidean) convex. Notice that J{v)==J{v, S) for the translate S=<p(R) opposite R at v. The intervals J{v, S) are unions of various I^'s. We say intervals J(v, R) are of type 0 and J{v, S) has type n {n^ i) when there are »-i translates <p(R) between S and R angularly at v. In particular ](y} has type 2g, the maximum type. WhenJ(z»,S) has type »>i, notice that f(J{v, S))=J(o', S') has type K-I. We now see that some iterate /"'(L) of any L contains a J(y, R). Since
/ is transitive.
• Let s>o be smaller than the minimum distance along S 1 between points in W. For each k let D^ C C be the closed disk containing L; whose boundary circle 9'D^ is perpendicular to S 1 , with S'n 9D^ the two points on S 1 at distance e/2 from the endpoints of I.. Proof. -/;=9, for some .L3L;. Because R is a regular 4^-gon centered at the origin, one sees that |c^(z)|=i on the circle containing s and |¥;(z)|>i inside this circle. In particular X>i. Since /(I,) 31, and/|D^ expands distances, DjnS^int^D^nS 1 )) as subsets of S Notice that:
== n Dp(^, ...,^)=7Tp(^). Proof. -Each j^eE = E^(^) is TTp(j^) for some j^eS^ with j^=^, for z===o, i, ...,??.
Since (T^, cr^ agree in places o, i, ..., n-j, The theory ofGibbs states ( [7] , [i6], [19] ) constructs a Borel probability measure ^p on S^ so that: (i) pip is invariant and ergodic under cr, and (ii) there are constants b and P so that:^{ 
{^^-^A^^w
n-l n-1 n-1 J.
Quasi-Fuchsian Groups.
This section proves Theorem 2. Let A==A(r\, Fg, a) as in the introduction. It is classical that ^ extends to a homeomorphism ^ : U -^D^=D^Uy (e.g. [20] , p. 121). It is well-known that if y is rectifiable, then ^: S^y is absolutely continuous (parametrizing y by arc length) and so is e^1: /^ • ^ ' ' ' point 7rp*(^)e.n Vp^D?*^.) for each ^eS. The set L(r*)={7i;p*(^) : ^eS} is just the ^W^ j^ of r* (see [5] ) and TT?* : S->L(r*) is a homeomorphism of Cantor sets.
For the original F we now assume the C^s came from the C^s by the quasi- This theorem and the next one contain a number of earlier known results, namely those in [i] , [2] , [3] a) Let T be a finite union of pairwise disjoint rectifiable arcs with endpoints on the boundaries of the Dp^'s and not intersecting the interior of the Dp ^s. Choose T so that two endpoints are on each BDp ^ S2\(Tu U Dp ^) has two connected components (each simply connected), and^; takes the two endpoints of T on ^Dp ^ onto the two on aDpp_^_^. Then Y^HI^ U g(T) is a quasi-circle for T. The proof above shows that y is rectifiable iff the Hausdorff dimension a ofL(F) is less than i. Furthermore, if r had a rectifiable quasi-circle y, then the above constructs y from converges for Re s>a and continues to a meromorphic function on all of C (the values°f PC?) 8 being chosen in a proper consistent fashion). This is seen by the method of Ruelle [17] . The zeta function above is of course an analogue ofSelberg's zeta function for surface groups. Ruelle's paper generalizes the meromorphy of Selberg's function. Presumably, the Nielsen development and Ruelle's method gives meromorphy of ^{s) when A is a quasi-Fuchsian group corresponding to surface groups, as in section 3. a) (Generalizing Ahlfors measure problem). For a (finitely generated) Kleinian group is it true that either the limit set is all of S 2 or has Hausdorff dimension strictly less than 2? b) If T denotes the closure of Teichmuller space in Kleinian groups and 2 denotes the Cantor set of symbols above, is there a continuous parametrization of the limit set, TxS-^S 2 , so that image (/, 2)== limit set F;?
Is the Hausdorff dimension of A(F() continuous in t ranging over T?
